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About This Game

Just Alone - adventure game, in which you become a crewmember of a spaceship, that crashed during its flight. Bill Yesterday is
the only survivor of the crash. His mission is to survive on a planet, destroyed by its previous inhabitants, equiped only with a
radio and pile of debris left from his spaceship. His team was sent to gather samples and do research on the life of people who

inhabited the planet. Now, Bill cannot do a lot of research, because most of his equipment broke into thousand pieces.

To survive in this hostile place, Bill has to hunt, gather resources and try not to get in the way of mutants, who turn out to be far
from friendly to our protagonist.

Apart from doing numerous missions, Bill can construct a variety of bulidings, hunt and explore the surroundings.

The game is still developing. New updates&fixes come soon.
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Title: Just Alone
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Evergreen
Publisher:
Evergreen
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7

Processor: CPU 3.0 Ghz or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 supported video card with 512MB, Nvidia GeForce 7600 GT or ATI Radeon X1800 or faster

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 850 MB available space

Sound Card: integrated

Additional Notes:

English
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just alone with my thoughts. just left alone. just live alone. just leave alone quotes. just wanna be alone for awhile. just wake up
alone. just only alone diferencia. i'll just die alone. just dance 2019 alone marshmello. just leave me alone i know what to do.
just leave me alone country. just alone a. just her alone. just leave me alone ringtone. just leave him alone gif. just dance alone
by alan walker. rage just alone lyrics. just need alone time. just leave me alone jappy bajwa lyrics. just walking alone song. just
wanna be alone quotes. just leave me alone reggae. just leave your ex alone. just leave christmas alone. just leave me alone dp.
just leave me alone kimi. just say alone. just leave me alone right now please. just enough alone. just fine alone. just not alone
song. just leave me alone on. just leave me alone to die lilo and stitch. just leave me alone chords. just how alone. just leave me
alone jappy bajwa. i just feel so alone hindi meaning. just be alone quotes. alone just dance. just alone artinya. just leave her
alone quotes. just leave me alone hindi translate. just leave me alone lyrics. just get along. just leave me alone tucker beathard.
just stuck hollow and alone. just leave it alone. just dance alone. i'm just alone quotes. just leave me alone raikkonen. just wanna
be alone. just wasn't the same alone on christmas day. just leave me alone depression. just feel alone quotes. just wanna stay
alone quotes. just watch home alone 2. just play alone. just leave me alone rap song. just leave me alone about it. just leave me
alone vine. just alone quotes. only alone just. just leave me alone tucker. i just want to be alone hindi meaning. just leave me
alone flipp dinero. not lonely just alone lyrics. just riding alone. just dance 2019 alone alan walker. just dance 2018 alone
marshmello. just leave us alone. not lonely just alone chords. just leave alone please. just alone not lonely. just leave me alone
rock song

Begin the story, learnt some rules, start build a tower, 5 nights cycles without be killed, get down of the tower to kill some
zombies who make lagg the game, shoot 10 zombies, gathered food, went too far from the tower...,be ambushed by a zombie,
tried to kill him with axe, be killed... forgot to save...
10\/10 Still love this game !. https:\/\/youtu.be\/b9vjZW368LY

BUYER BEWARE: Since recoeding the above game footage I have tried on several occasions to play the game through to the
end; and each time a game breaking bug has stopped me forcing a restart. I'm not even sure if the game is completable because
of these issues. Maybe if you get lucky or play it in one sitting.

Even without the game breaking bugs, this game would be very hard to recommend at as the overall poor performance, badly
implemented (and pointless) survival and crafting mechanics, and general bugs and glitches makes it hard going to enjoy this
game.

Add in the ugly graphics and poor combat and there is no way this game is worth the full asking price.. Just Alone
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will pass as a free to play on game jam or something but asking for almoust 9 CAD for this game is insane! this is a mix
between dayz mine craft and rust but has no point at all! -small map -horrible graphics -buggy im just to tiered to go threw
everything but in a survival game that gives you everything u need to survive at the start is not gonna be fun to play! look they
have a hunger system well thats not a problem because the whole small space is filled with animals! those weird half human
things take like 10 shotgun hit directly in them to kill and just plain out stupid! the speech at the start tells you that someone
knows where u are does not bother to help you!

Final Word is that this game makes no sence you might as well spend a bit more money on minecraft dayz, rust and you will bet
a much more enjoyable expirience out off it :)

(if this game goes free to play then it will be much better :)). lags like crap. I tried playing the game but everytime I try playing
it, it keeps crashing on me. The game could be better , but right it sucks and will keep sucking until this problem is fixed.
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Definitly not ready to be released, needs allot more work and polishing. If your planning to buy it dont do it now, wait and see.

Pros:
Shouting sheep
ALT F4 Button works to escape the repolsive UI and model textures
Cons:
Everything that is not in the Pros section.

1.5\/10. the game lags alot, please fix it. would be great if didn't lag.. why are there zombies. copy cat of many games.. this
game is crap. Another \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 survival game. Woke up in a crashed spaceship, found a
shotgun, seen a overpopulated amount of ducks and goats, killed as many as I could before I ran out of ammo just to find out
they instantly started respawning. 420\/666 would 360 noscope more ducks and goats.. Even for an alpha game, I expect to at
least be able to see my surroundings in broad daylight. There's like a 50 foot circle of DARKNESS around me. It's insane. I run
towards the sunny area, just to see it slowy covered up by the circle of darkness. So it's centered on ME, and no matter WHERE
i go, I can't see a damn thing.

Don't waste your time. Try the Long Dark. At least you can see in that game.
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